1. Selection Words: Self-Check

TO THE STUDENT

The first activity in each vocabulary unit is a
self-test. It’s designed to help you ‘flag’ words
that you don’t know. All too often, even good
readers skip over unfamiliar words as they read.
The self-check forces you to pause
e and thi
think
about where you stand with the
vocabulary
he vocabula
words. After that review, you are ready to move
m
on to master the new words.
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PASSAGES is a different kind of reading program.
Its easy-to-read novels and matching
workbooks make learning new reading skills easy
and fun.
Here are some of the features in the workbooks that make the PASSAGES program special. Firstly, the PASSAGES workbooks teach
skills using quotes taken from the matching
PASSAGES novels. If you’ve read the novels, the
passages will be familiar. You won’t have to
read through new materials. So you can focus
on learning the skills that will make you a better
reader.
SAGES
Secondly, each exercise in the PASSAGES
workbooks has a purpose. And you willl know that
purpose before you begin the activities.
ies. For exa
example, in the Tracking Main Ideas exercise,
xercise, you know
you are to find the main idea.
ea. You will hav
have an easier time mastering the skills
kills because you know why
you are doing each activity.
ivity.
Finally, exercises in the
he PASSAGES
PASSAG workbookss
are short. You won’t get
ge bored.
ored However, each
eac is
repeated often
give you lots of practic
practice
ten to giv
with the skills.
means instruction
but
s. That mea
n is brief bu
thorough.

2. D
Defining Wordss from Conte
Context

In tthis activity, you
ou study the vocabulary
words, looking closely
losely at context
co
for clues to
meaning. Firstly,, you pre
me
predict the meaning of
each word. Then you check your prediction
with the dictionary. A word can have different
meanings
depending on how it is used. That’s
ngs dependin
why this activit
activity asks you to look at context and
a dictionary tto refine that
at me
meaning.

3. Choo
Choosing a Definition
efinition

In this activity,
tivity, you are asked to read
ead each
voc
vocabulary
word in a sentence.
sent
Then you
ou select
the correct
ct definition.

4. Using
ing Words in Context
ntext

In
n this act
activity, you will choose an
and write the
vocabulary word thatt best completes
comp
a sentence.

5. C
Classifying
ying Words

CONTENTS

This activity
vity gives you the chance to classify
the vocabulary
lary words into word groups.

The final vvocabulary activity is a check test.
It will show you if you understand the words.

Vocabulary
V
ocabula

Comprehension
Co

In th
the vocabulary units, you will learn
rn new
words.
ord You will have six activities for each
reading section. These activities are described
escrib
in the next column.

I the comprehension units, you work with
In
the ideas in the PASSAGES novels. You will
have seven activities for each reading section.
The activities are described on the next page.
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Each PASSAGES
GES workbook
work
breaks
eaks down the
novel into three readi
reading sections.
ons. For ea
each
ection, there is a unit overr vocabu
reading section,
vocabulary
and a unit over co
comprehension.
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6. Checking
hecking Your
Yo Understanding

5

Unit
1
Vocabulary
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An Alien Spring
Chapters 1–3

SELECTION WORDS:
SELF-CHECK

Look at the list of words in the box on the right.
ght.
You’ll be working with these words in thiss unit.
it
The words are from chapters 1–3 of the novel.
Directions: Read through the list.
t. Ass you read,
re new to you.
you
yo
circle any words which are
h you
ou recognise
recognis but
Underline any words which
ow to define.
which you are not sure how

DEFINING
NG WOR
WORDS
WORD
FROM CONTEXT
ONTEX
NTEX
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Directions: The following
owing
ing passages are from
ro
the story. Each passage
ssage
ge features a vocabulary
bulary
word printed in bold.
d. Read the p
passage.
e. Ass you
read, watch for
or clues that wi
w
will help you decid
decide
the meaning
ng off the vocab
vocabul
vocabulary word.
rd.
After you
u read, writ
write what you think tthe
word means
ans on the lines provided.
d. Choose
Choos a
meaning
eaning
ng that fits tth
the context of the passage.
ssag
Then use a dictionary to check your
ur
response. P
Pick a definition that fits, and write
rite itt
on the line
line. Compare your two definitions.
s.
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alien

reary
dreary

anticipated

exchanged

blank

grim

bleak

incredibly
incred

cursed
d

rage
ra

disgrace
sgrace

slumped

1. incredibly
redibly
Mark leaped
leap out off bed
d and ran to the
th window. It was two
in the morning. Yet
t
Ye Mr Vellier’s
paddock next
n
door
oor looked
ooked as
a though
thou
it were
standing
was glowing
standin in fulll sunlight.
light. Something
Somethin
Some
in
bright.
n the
th paddock—something
ock—somethin incredibly
ock—something
inc

My definition
inition
on _________
______________________________
____________
__________________________________________
________________
______
Dictionary
tionary definition________________________
definitio
de
__________________________________________
_________
_____________
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An Alien Spring
Chapters 1–3
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Unit
2
Comprehension
TRACKING MAIN IDEAS

The exercise that follows asks you to identify
ify
the main idea of five passages from the story.
y.
You can find the main idea by reading each
ach passage and noticing exactly what the
e passage
says.
Directions: Read each passage.
age. Then circl
circle the
letter of the statement thatt best
summarises the
est summaris
main idea of each passage.
ag
age.

Passage
ssage 1
As they
flat,
ey talked, Mark watched the
he flat
dreary
fly by the
ry countryside
countrys
e bus windows.
he wished
s. Sometimes
Somet
shed for
mountains or even hills. It was pre
pretty
dull in the farming
Marnard.
g town of Ma
Only seven hundred
dred people
peopl lived
there and nothing
exciting ever
hing very ex
happened. Maybe that was why the
strange tornadoes
and the fire
ornadoes an
e at the
Velliers’
made such an
s’ had mad
n impression
on everybody.
verybody.

lunch with
2. aa. Mark
k wants
nts to eat lu
th Edward.
Edw
b. Mark wants Edw
Edward’s address.
Edwa
dress.
ss.
c. Mark wants the
th school
ol to
o give a party
for Edward.

Passage
assage 3
Edward did not smile, he just stared.
E
He gripped
ed his books with large, wide
hands.
nds. Mark had never seen such
large
The boy’s clothing was
ge hands. Th
strange,
too. It didn’t fit him. His shirt
ange, too
long and his jeans were too
was too lo
short.
ort
After pausing for a moment,
Af
Edward hurried away from Mark and
disappeared around a corner.

B

Marnard
is normally a very dull town..
1. a. Ma
M
b. Marnard is a small but exciting
g town
own
near the city.
c. Marnard is a dreary little town
own
wn in the
mountains.

Passage 2
At lunchtime Mark
k tried to ask
Edward for hiss address. H
However,
Edward didn’t
n’t seem to understand
u
what Mark wanted.
anted.
After lunch Mar
Mark went to the
school office. ‘My ffamily would like to
take a kind of w
welcome-to-town gift to
the
he Thomas family. I’d like Edward’s
address.’
ddress.’

14

3. a. Edward is friendly towards Mark.
b. Edward thinks Mark’s clothes are
strange.
c. Edward seems strange to Mark.
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Comprehension

b. Marnard has been having a strange spring.
First there were two cyclones, then llightning
storms and then a flying saucer
cer landed in Mr
Vellier’s paddock. When Mark
k Scott discovdis
disc
ers an alien named Edward
ard living aat the
Marvin place, the people
Marnard are
ple in Marn
frightened. They try
Edward and his
fri
ry to scare Edwa
family away by killing all the ch
chickens on the
famil
Marvin farm.
Scott tries to help
Marv
m. Mark Scot
Edward and his family because
he knows
E
Edw
b
how it feels to be treate
treated badly. His father is
h
considered
sidered
red crazy by most of the people in
Marnard.
arnard.
rd.
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SUMMARISING

An Alien Spring
Chapters 1–3

The exercise that follows asks you to summarise the major events of chapters 1–3. You
can choose the correct summary by recalling
what you have read.
Directions: Read the three paragraphs. Choose
oosee
the one that best summarises the major events
ts
in chapters 1–3. Write the letter of that paragraph on the line provided.
en happeni
happening in
a. Many strange things have been
yclones,
ones, floods and a
Marnard. There were cyclones,
rs’ paddock. B
e
fire in the Velliers’
But the
strangest thing of all is the new boy who
lives at the Veillers’
eillers’ place. His name
me is
Edward. Edward
d doesn’t look
lo
and talk
k the
way ‘normal’
mal’ people
mal
p
le do
do. P
People in Ma
M
Marnard
rd
begin to
Edward
from
o think Ed
d may be
e an
n alien fr
another
When Edward
her
er planet. W
dward
ard is caught
caug
cau
killing Mr Vellier’
Vellier’s chickens,
ens, Mark Scott ttried
to help him
The people
him. T
ople in Marnard think
Mark Scottt is crazy
zy
y for trying to help an
n
alien. Mark’s father
depressed about
ther seems
eems depr
utt
the problems in Marnard.
arnard.

******
****

Strange things
c. Strang
ngs have
ave been happening
ening in
Marnard. First, there were the cyclones,
Mar
clones, then
the
the lightning
th
tning storms aand then the fire in Mr
Vellier’s
When a strange
er’s
r’s paddock. Wh
ge new boy
bo
named
moves into
amed
med Edward m
mo
to the
he Marvin p
place,
he is an
the kids think h
n alien. They thi
think he
responsible
happenmight be resp
e for the strange hap
ings. Mark Scott rejects
cts that idea
ide and tries to
friends with
Mark is upset
make ffr
h Edward. M
Mar
when otherss label
el Edward an
a aalien. Mark is
sensitive because
se
sen
ause his fa
father had a nervous
breakdown
down and many people
peop in Marnard consider
er Mr Scott crazy.
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******
*****

22

paragraph best summarises
Which p
paragra
1–3? ___________
chapters 1–
chapter
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Comprehension

The following exercise asks you to infer the
meaning of figurative language from the story.
The meaning of these special phrases can be
inferred from clues in the passages.
Directions: Read each passage. Use thee clues
ues
in the passage to determine the meaning
ning
ing of the
words in bold. Then circle the letter
etter
er of the
statement that best sums up the
he meaning of
these words.

Passage 1
nnie Bryant aare going to
‘You and Jeannie
her,’ H
the dance together,’
Hugh said.
rk nodded
Mark
nodded. ‘I gue
guess so.’
‘Man,
did you work thatt out? I
an, how di
called
d her the ffirst night she
e got into
Marnard
rd and she gave me the cold
col
shoulder. Some of the other guys
asked her, too. She turned ever
everybody
down.’

B

ro

1. ‘I called
alled
d her the fir
first night she got into
Marnard
nard and sh
she gave me the cold shoulsho
sh
der’
r’ means
mean
a. Jeanni
Jeannie was friendly to Hugh
hw
when hee
alle her.
called
JJe
b. Jeannie
wouldn’t have anything to do
r.
with Hugh when he called her.
d and
d
c. Jeannie said she had a cold
couldn’t go out with Hugh.

38

Passage 2
Jeannie gave a sharp laugh. ‘Well
then, he must be cheating. Anyway,
all the kids say he’s weird.’
harply, ‘Ed
‘E
‘Jeannie,’ Mark said sharply,
esn’t cheat.
cheat You
isn’t weird and he doesn’t
can’t cheat in chemistry clas
class. Ms
arches around
aroun like a
Armstrong marches
nt watching everybody.’
drill sergeant
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INTERPRETING FIGURATIVE
LANGUAGE

An Alien Spring
Chapters 4–6

Ms Armstrong
rmstrong marches
m
2. ‘Ms
around like a
drill
rill sergean
sergeant
sergeant’ means
a. Ms Arms
stric
Armstrong is strict.
b. Ms A
Ar
ng iss strange.
strange
s
Armstrong
c. Ms Armstrong
trongg is friendly.
f

Pass
Passage
3
eannie frown
sten, Mark, I’m
Jeannie
frowned. ‘Listen,
not sure the other guys would w
want
th team. I mean, he llooks
Ed on the
like a gorilla. I heard
eard that he lifted
an eengine off the block iin tech the
other day. Do
o
o you know what some of
the kids are saying? They think he
was the one who rripped the heads off
those
chickens and almost killed
se chicken
Hugh
Vellier.’
gh Vellier.

looks like a gorilla’ means
33. ‘He
‘He look
Ed is hairy.
a. E
b. Ed is big and strong.
c. Ed is short and fat.
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